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HAVE A PIECE OF
NATURE AT HOME
Your choice will be easy if you get inspired by the beauty of the
wood. This material is original and unique because it has been
offered by the nature itself. Since ancient times, oak trees have been
celebrated for their size, durability and expecially for their hard and
beautiful wood.

Company BK PARKET, s.r.o. has operated both

First-rate selection of materials and usage

on Slovak and international market since 1997

of new technologies help us to ensure

and deals with the development, production

perfection during wood-processing. Solid

and sale of wooden floors. We have joined

and honest production enables us to reach

innovation, tradition and customer-oriented

our goals and retain top international

company policy and thus moved forward with

standards.

the aim of satisfying our need of our customers
and company partners.

illustration photo: large-area three-layered parquet, 20 mm honey oak, rustic

Nature did her part, we
took care of the rest

RESIDENTIAL COLLECTION

LARGE-AREA SINGLE PLANKS
Boards that represent home – comfort, style and beauty of your life

Originality of our floors is given by the nature itself – by size, structure and age of the trees. With regard to the yield
and further processing we produce wooden floors in various lengths up to 2,200 mm. Segments of various lengths
are a part of each delivery, and as such create wooden floor that does not look monotonous. On the contrary, they
support its visual uniqueness, exclusivity and natural look.
BK PARKET as a producer of wooden floors offers the choice from various constructions - three-layered or fullmassive. Are you looking for a floor suitable for under floor heating? We have a solution for this – a certified
collection for under floor heating.

Originalita naších podláh je daná príro-

Rôzne dĺžky lamiel sú súčasťou

dou samou – veľkosťou, štruktúrou

každej objednávky, vytvárajúc

a vekom stromov, kde vzhľadom na

drevenú podlahu, ktorá nepôsobí

výťaž a ďalšie spracovanie vyrábame

jednoliato, práve naopak – vyzerá

drevené podlahy v rôznych dĺžkach

prirodzene živo a podporí tak svoju

až do 2200 mm.

vizuálnu jedinečnosť a exkluzivitu.

Large-area three-layered parquet 15 mm

Large-area three-layered parquet 20 mm

Single plank, oiled
Thickness 15mm, width 180mm
Length 700-2150mm
Wear layer:4mm
Connection: groove and tongue

Single plank, oiled
Thickness 20mm, width 180mm
Length 700-2150mm
Wear layer:6mm
Connection: groove and tongue

Under floor heating programme
Single plank, oiled
Thickness 12mm, OAK-OAK-OAK
Width 138mm, length 1100mm
Wear layer:4mm Connection: groove and tongue
Certified floor suitable for using with
under floor heating

Full-massive collection

Single plank, oiled
Thickness 20mm, width 152mm
Length 700-2150mm
Connection: groove and tongue

RETRO DESIGN

CHEVRON
Fancy spending time at home? Follow the newest European trends.
Return to natural materials and historic heritage of art of wood
processing in connection with current technological progress
and new ideas.

CHEVRON
130 mm x 500 mm x 14 mm
60 degree angle
4mm oak wear layer
10mm spruce/birch plywood

CHEVRON STRIPPING
130 mm x 500 mm x 14 mm
130 mm x 1500 mm x 14 mm STRIPP
60 degree angle
4mm oak wear layer
10mm spruce/birch plywood

illustration photo: Chevron, oak graffit, prime

RETRO DESIGN

HERRINGBONE
Suitable for both modern and traditional interiors. This type of floor
intensifies the effect of unique harmony of space and furniture in
modern interiors and underlines antique and rustic character of
classical interiors.

HERRINGBONE

130 mm x 390 mm x 15 mm
4mm oak wear layer
9mm spruce blockboard
2mm spruce ply
ilustračné foto Herringbone, prime

illustration photo: Herringbone, prime

BRIQUETTE

copenhagen

DUTCH

BRODERIE

TISSAGE

MOULIN

MARELLE

ECHELLE

CHECKERS

Setting
BRODERIE, TISSAGE, MOULIN, MARELLE, CHECKERS
contain square 130 x 130mm x 15 mm
illustration photo Coppenhagen, honey oak, prime

Setting
ECHELLE contains STRIP 130mm x 1500mm

STYLE

Collection Style dominates by slightly brushed planks in
fashionable colours that fit into each type of interior.

COLLECTION

loors in the collection Style have 2V longitudinal
micro-shrinkage
Shades of this collection may be applied to all constructions
of RESIDENTIAL COLLECTION and RETRO DESIGN.

Haven’t you found a shade of your dreams? The
producer hereby offers the possibility of creating
your own colour shade in accordance with your
requirements.
Due to the use of massive wood that is naturally varied in colour
and structure we cannot guarantee a 100% identity of all planks.
Colour and structure of wood may vary from reality.

Surface processing

REAL WOOD

Brushed

Longitudinal
micro-shrinkage

illustration photo – under floors heating programme oak honey, prime

ECO FRIENDLY

Antistatic surface
treatment

R10 anti-slip
class

OAK GRAFFIT

OAK ALASKA

OAK LATTE

OAK PALISANDER

OAK COGNAC

OAK HONEY

EXCLUSIVE
COLLECTION

Collection Exclusive represents the combination of precise
production and art in surface treatment. Combinations of
multiple production operations create a unique experience
that will enhance the interior design.

Haven’t you found a shade of your dreams? The
producer hereby offers the possibility of creating
your own colour shade in accordance with your
requirements.

Shades of Exclusive collection may be applied to all
constructions of RESIDENTIAL COLLECTION and
RETRO DESIGN.

Due to the use of massive wood that is naturally varied in colour
and structure we cannot guarantee a 100% identity of all planks.
Colour and structure of wood may vary from reality.

Surface processing

REAL WOOD

BRUSHED

Longitudinal and
transverse microshrinkage

ECO FRIENDLY

Antistatic surface
treatment

R10 anti-slip
class

OAK VELVET

OAK SNOW

OAK COUNTRY

OAK SMOKE

OAK PEARL

OAK GOTHIC

Beauty of wood structure is enhanced by brushing.
Floors in the collection Exclusive have 4V longitudinal and
transverse micro-shrinkage.
Technology of smoking used in decors SMOKE OAK and
PEARL OAK creates colourful uniqueness of each plank
and as such accentuates the natural authenticity of the
wood. The technology of smoking results in colour
varieties which are not considered wood defects, but on
the contrary, they show the true nature of wooden floor.

illustration photo: large-area parquet
three-layered 15mm smoke oak, rustic

Selection
of cut
timber

When choosing construction and surface treatment
of your future floor, you may choose from two classes
of cut timber that characterize natural structure and
features of the wood.

Knots up to 50 mm sealed, sap
allowed. Colour varieties allowed.

CLASS RUSTIC
illustration photo: large-area parquet
three-layered 20mm oak Gothic, rustic

Perfectly beautiful imperfection of wood makes the interior vivid, naturally warm and
charming.
Face and atmosphere of home speaks about life attitudes and relation of the owners
to the world around them. Just as our life is unrepeatable and unique, our home, the
most intimate space we live in, is also unique. This is the stage on which we play the
part in the theatre of life, those are the boards that mean home.

CLASS PRIME
illustration photo: large-area parquet
three-layered 15mm oak Snow, prime

Grains and knots up to 5mm sealed, no sap allowed.
Minimum colour varieties allowed.

OAK/BEECH, double-plank,
varnished by UV oil

SPORT

Thickness 22mm, width 132 mm,
length 2400 mm, connection: groove and tongue
Varnishing: BEECH - 4 layers/OAK – 5 layers
Type of varnish: acrylic UV

Massive dance floor

illustration photo: OAK

Sports certified floor with the
possibility of production of large-area
boards. Suitable also for dance
purposes.

REAL WOOD

BRUSHED

ECO FRIENDLY

antistatic
treatment

Possibilities
of use
Indoor sports centres
Squash centres
Dance floors

illustration photo: sport massive, varnished by UV oil

Philosophy and ecology
Company BK Parket as a producer of wooden flooring always
acts in compliance with the strictest criteria and resolutions in
terms of ecology and sustainability of forest treatment.
We are a producer that has been certified by PETC. This
means that the sources of our input raw material come from
suppliers who also have to comply with the strictest criteria of
COC customer chain.
Through COC certificate we fully guarantee the origin of our
wood material. Even in the production process we only use
certified and approved products from EU suppliers.
The year 2012 was an important milestone in our company.
We installed photovoltaic panels and thus lowered CO2
emissions by using electric energy from sun heating.

Warning
Oiled wooden floors must be cleaned and treated only by
specially designed products from various producers. Please,
consult the salesman before you choose the product and
adhere to the enclosed instruction.
Recommendation
Oiled wooden floors should be periodically treated by applying oxidative and/or hard wax oil every 1-2 years according
to the carrying capacity of the floor. Exposed areas with
increased carying capacity should be treated by hard wax oil
immediately after installation.
Before applying oils, please consult a specialized salesman
and adhere to the enclosed instruction, or let the application
of oils to a specialized company trained in doing so.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Surface treatment by oiling
OXY oil
A colouring oil for treating deciduous and coniferous wood
has a very good penetration and waterproof features. It
improves the natural structure of wood and shows elegant
wood colouring. Solidifies through oxygen binding (oxidative
drying).
Content
Modified natural oils, waxes, silicic acid, slightly aromatic
isoparaphines, non-lead and non-cobalt drying agent.
Carrying capacity
Fully carrying-capable after 7 days.

Installation
Installation
BK Parket wooden floors must be glued by suitable parquet
glue through overall application or by means of application of
rows of glue directly to hard surface.
Construction for under floor heating 12mm (oak oak oak) is
suitable for installation to areas with under floor heating.
Sport and dance floors should be installed by means of
stapling into a suitable grille.
Before installation
It is necessary to make sure that the area used for installation
is sufficiently dry and aired. The base must be dry (maximum
humidity is 2%, and relative air humidity should not excess
65%). The floor should be placed into the area appr. 48hours
before installation. Temperature during installation should
not fall below 10°C.

Requirements of ÖNORM S 1555 regarding perspiration
and saliva resistance as well as standards ÖNORM EN 71.3
„Safety of toys.Migration of certain parts („with no heavy
metals content“) are met. Our floors meet the requirements
of R10 anti-slip class pursuant to BGR 181 (before known as
ZH1/571) and DIN 51130.

The deviation from evenness of the base must not exceed
2mm through 2m in all directions, otherwise adjustment must
be done through concrete application before the installation. Especially with anhydride bases, we hereby recommend
sanding the base before glueing and applying subbsequent
penetration surface treatment in order to ensure correct
adhesion to the bottom side of the floor.

CLEANING/MAINTENANCE

Warning
When installing floor to a system of under floor heating you
must provide for adjustment curve and the technology of
installation must comply to the requirements of the floor
producer and supplier of glues.

Our floors should be cleaned for the first time 14 days after
installation by water or soft cleaning agent suitable for oiled
wooden floors. (Adler Naturnah Reiniger 80055). If you
want to remove grease, you can use ADLER Legno-Öl 50880
ff. For renovation and/or colour revitalization, perform one
application and remove the remaining oil. Please, adhere
to the Instruction for treatment of oiled product with Adler
Legno-Öl 50880 ff.

BEFORE USE
Before you start using the floor, let the glue dry and harden
for at least 12 hours by preventing the contact with the floor.
Heavy furniture and interior decorations should only be laid
down after 24 hours following the installation.

Warning
Wooden floor is not subject to warranty if the installation has
not been done properly or if you failed to act in accordance
with producer recommendations. It is recommended to leave
the installation to specially trained personnel.

SUITABILITY OF USE
Any residential objects except bathrooms, showers, winter
gardens or wet areas. Suitable for commercial premises,
restaurants, bars, hotel lounges, reception areas, showrooms
and studios. Construction suitable for under floor heating
12 mm /oak oak oak/ is suitable for use with the under floor
heating.
Sports and dance floor is suitable for sports halls, tennis and
squash centres, especially for basketball and other ball indoor
games and dance rooms.

Warning
Wooden floor BK Parket should be installed in premises with
the environment temperature 16-23°C and relative air humidity 45-65 °C. Adequate safety should be ensured in order
to prevent damage by furniture. It is recommended to use
specialized filters and pads for furniture legs.
Also, safety mats are recommended to prevent scratches and
standing water.
In case any liquid is spilt on the floor, dry the floor immediately to prevent the penetration of liquid through surface
pores deeper into the parquet.

